
You need a competitive workforce, not just individuals, 
to build an impactful business.

At Zigtal, we help configure your internal talent into a highly 
engaged, empowered WIN-WIN team aligning with your 
business priorities.
 
We do all of it by using an AI-Powered digital platform to build 
Internal Talent Market Place (ITMP) customized to your needs. 
Our ITMP enables your talent to collaborate for mentoring, 
goal alignment, rewarding projects, and expert guidance.
 
Empower your team to be more productive, collaborative and 
innovative, the easy way.

Align talents to business priorities.
Be more agile.
Improve collaboration.
Increase retention.

All of this and more
with the ease of adopting a Digital
Internal Talent Marketplace Platform.

Configure Your
Internal Talent to be a
FUNtastic WIN-WIN
WORKFORCE

zigtal.com

Leaders empowered to offer & publish access 
Employees connect with leaders
Scheduling and planning sessions
Calendar integration
Capture leadership culture & potential leaders

Our Offerings

Engage   |   Develop   |   Retain



CAREER DYNAMICS
MENTORING FACILITATES

LEADERSHIP LOUNGE
LOOK FORWARD TO 1:1 MEETING AT THE

Nurture leadership by influence. Leaders open themselves 
to connect and inspire others to be future leaders.

Inspire employees with leaders' journeys.
Reinforce Organizational Values.
Empower employees by listening to them as future 
leaders.

GIG FORCE
GET REWARDED WITH

TO CONNECT WITH EXPERTS

WHEN YOU FACE A HURDLE

Find and connect domain experts amongst your 
internal talent. Empower your workforce to solve 
complex problems and boost customer experience. 
Support and interact to build new skills.

Connect to an internal resource expert for
domain expertise.
Increase collaboration by acknowledging
the support.
Collide Ideas to create innovation.

JUMP START

Engage talent on-demand. Build agile teams 
for new initiatives to drive impact. Employees 
can manage outcomes, schedule, and hours 
on projects to get rewarded.

Give your employees new opportunities
to explore.
Help them grow their experience. 
Increase retention through meaningful 
engagement.

Assign experienced employees as mentors to unfold new 
possibilities of success for mentees. Giving purpose helps 
employees understand how they contribute to their overall 
success.

This feature has many benefits.

Employees figure out their career paths.
They get more visibility of your organization's vision.
They get a secure environment to express their concerns.
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Zigtal allows employees to choose from four roles to 
experience and expand their overall capabilities. It offers 
flexibility to choose a single role, any combination of roles, and 
all roles. 

1. MENTOR
2. MENTEE
3. EXPERT
4. EXPLORER

Employees can act both as a receiver and provider using four 
interactive modules. These modules are designed to support 
unique functions leading to improved productivity, collaboration 
and innovation.

1. CAREER DYNAMICS
2. JUMP START
3. GIG PROJECTS
4. LEADERSHIP LOUNGE

Zigtal is the only AI-Powered Internal Talent Marketplace Platform
using Unique Four by Four Collision Model

Create Meaningful Engagements.
Break the Silos.

But why only Zigtal?
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Every Hand Counts

Zigtal
Internal Talent 
Market Place

Career mentoring
Search mentors by skills & locations
AI-Powered mentor matching
Mentoring Engagement Workflow
- Define & track objectives
- Mentor feedback
- Maintain Work-log

Maintain Work-log
Gamification by Accruing Scores
Rewards and recognition
Messaging & Notification
Employee Branding Framework
Reporting & governance

Leaders empowered to offer & publish access 
Employees connect with leaders
Scheduling and planning sessions
Calendar integration
Capture leadership culture & potential leaders

Leverage extensive experience of Zigtal's Adoption Program 
"Every Hand Counts"  to ensure successful adoption and 
roll-out. This program takes care of Internal Communication for your 
customized to your organization's brand

Ask for services on the campaign for Zigtal, success measurement 
framework, system integration and other value added services.

Adoption Program

Expert Access
Search experts and connect
AI-Powered expert search
Expert engagement framework
Powered by workflow

Internal Opportunity Marketplace
Gig project opportunity and posting
Project team engagement framework
Search opportunities
Project milestone scheduling
Project tracking & work-log
Powered by process workflow
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PLATFORM

zigtal.comOur Capabilities


